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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This brief is aimed at institutional investors facing the possibility or necessity of divesting
from some type of fossil fuel holdings. Approaches to explicit divestment have multiplied
since the early days of the Carbon Tracker 2001 list, as investors now have a better
understanding of mechanisms to manage carbon in portfolios, including using revenue and
power generation data in addition to reserves ownership. Institutional investors considering
a more nuanced low carbon strategy2 may refer to our 2015 paper Beyond Divestment:
Using Low Carbon Indexes , as the focus of this brief will detail common approaches to
divestment. We found that the most common approaches are designed to optimize for
fossil fuel elimination, carbon reduction, engagement, and stranded asset risk mitigation
using narrow, moderate, or broad exclusionary criteria.

KEY TAKEAWAYS


While the divestment movement once focused solely on fossil fuel reserves, many
investors are now looking at additional business models and divesting based on revenue
and/or power generation criteria. Goals and constraints vary, and actual divestments
range from a handful of issuers to hundreds.



For a portfolio replicating the MSCI ACWI Index, reserves based divestment could
eliminate anywhere from 1.7% of securities by weight (thermal coal only) to 7.7% (all
fossil fuel reserves owners).3 A revenue-and-generation approach could eliminate from
as little as 0.8% by weight (thermal coal only, at a 50% threshold)4 to 10.1% (thermal
coal at 30% plus oil & gas at 50%)5 or more (with lower thresholds).



Performance, risk, and return were not necessarily negatively affected by divestment.
For November 2010 through May 2016, these figures were all slightly better for the
MSCI ACWI ex Coal and MSCI ACWI ex Fossil Fuels indexes than the parent index.6



In the context of divestment, current portfolio carbon footprints will typically see larger
reductions through a revenue-and-generation approach than a reserves-only approach.

1

http://gofossilfree.org/top-200/

2

Low Carbon strategies seek to optimize allocations to minimize (but not completely eliminate) exposure to actual or
potential carbon emissions within a set of constraints regarding investment characteristics such as tracking error.
3

Based on data as of April 15, 2016. See Figure 8.

4

Based on data as of April 15, 2016. See Figure 9.

5

Based on data as of May 1, 2016. See Figure 10.

6

Based on data for November 30, 2010 through May 31, 2016. See Figure 11 and Figure 12.
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For a portfolio replicating the MSCI ACWI Index, divestment from companies generating
30% of revenues or power from coal would result in total portfolio carbon emissions
21% lower than the MSCI ACWI ex Coal Index, which eliminates coal reserves owners,
and even 14% lower than the MSCI ex Fossil Fuels Index, which also eliminates oil & gas
reserves owners.7

7

Based on data as of June 30, 2016. See Figure 14 and Figure 15.
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A ‘BURNING’ HOT TOPIC
There are numerous paths available to address carbon risks in investment portfolios. While
some high profile institutional investors such as the California State Teachers' Retirement
System8 and the Swedish government pension fund AP49 have committed funds to a low
carbon approach or focused on engagement, others are increasingly being urged, if not
required, to explicitly divest from fossil fuel holdings. Organizations like Divest Invest and
350.org have played key roles in mobilizing support for divestment, especially on college
campuses.
In January 2016, the California Department of Insurance (CA DOI) issued a request10 that all
insurance companies operating in the state voluntarily divest from coal, as well as report on
investments in oil and gas. In April 2016, the Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund added many
fossil fuel companies to its investment exclusion list11. Universities, foundations, and
religious organizations have taken similar steps under pressure from constituents. The
California State Legislature passed a law requiring the State’s public pension funds to divest
major coal holdings by mid-201712; New York13 and Vermont14 are considering similar
moves.
Whether out of concern for financial risk15, the future of the planet16, or both17, the number
of institutions under pressure to explicitly divest from at least some fossil fuel holdings has
risen rapidly over the last eighteen months. With new commitments coming in quick
8

http://www.calstrs.com/news-release/calstrs-commits-25-billion-low-carbon-index

9

http://www.ap4.se/en/esg/climate-change-a-focus-area/ap4s-low-carbon-investments/

10

https://www.insurance.ca.gov/0400-news/0100-press-releases/2016/statement010-16.cfm

11

https://www.nbim.no/contentassets/08b0787eae8a4016bd06bfeba0067e32/20160414-grounds-for-decision--product-based-coal-exclusions.pdf
12

http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-sac-california-pension-divest-coal-20150930-story.html

13

https://www.nysenate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/liz-krueger/senate-committee-votes-favor-fossil-fuel-divestment

14

http://governor.vermont.gov/Divest-Vermont-Pension-Investment-Committee,
http://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/story/news/politics/2016/03/08/vermont-divestment-bill-diescommittee/81485906/
15

See, for example, https://www.insurance.ca.gov/0400-news/0100-press-releases/2016/statement010-16.cfm

16

E.g. http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/apr/30/church-of-england-ends-investments-in-heavilypolluting-fossil-fuels
17

E.g. https://cdn.axa.com/www-axa-com%2Fa447a713-dfa1-4374-9b56-69d69e0e32c9_axa_coal_policy_b.pdf
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succession (see Figure 1) and new government mandates emerging, the movement is likely
to continue picking up steam.
Figure 1: Trend in Fossil Fuel Divestment Commitments
Description: Cumulative number of institutions committing to some form of fossil fuel
divestment and the approximate assets under management (AUM) of those institutions, based
on data from the Fossil Free Campaign. Among the institions counted, some have commited to
divest only from a portion of their AUM. TotalAUM figures were not publicly available for all
institutions commiting to divestment.

Data Source: Fossil Free campaign (gofossilfree.org/commitments)
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APPROACHES TO FOSSIL FUEL DIVESTMENT
We’ve observed an increasing number of institutional investors pursuing strategies to
address carbon risks, including explicit divestment, tilting and optimization, engagement,
and shifting assets to companies developing clean technology solutions. This brief is aimed
at those exploring an exclusionary divestment approach.
Institutional investors pursuing a divestment strategy may have multiple objectives, some of
which may need to be balanced against each other, including:


Minimizing short-term financial risk and deviation from standard market returns



Mitigating long-term climate and financial risk posed by potentially stranded assets



Minimizing stakeholder risk though simplicity of implementation and
communication



Sending a clear, strong message to the market



Minimizing short-term porfolio carbon footprints

With those objectives in mind, investors typically consider the following questions when
constructing divestment policies and mandates:
1) Which fossil fuel(s) should be targeted?
2) What types of involvement or business activities should be excluded?
3) What measures should be used and where should the divestment thresholds be
set?
4) How should the strategy be implemented from an investment perspective?
Figure 2: Considerations in Establishing a Fossil Fuel Divestment Strategy
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All of these questions center around the dilemma of how wide a net to cast in identifying
business models and issuers ineligible for investment. While the net has three possible
dimensions (see Figure 3) and we see considerable variation in how different investors and
mandates approach these questions, the resulting decisions fall along a rough spectrum in
terms of the extent of divestment.
The narrowest approaches, such as those applied by CalPERS and CalSTRS, focus only on
thermal coal and set a high threshold (e.g. ≥50% of revenue or power generation) for
divestment. At the other end of the spectrum are investors such as the City of Copenhagen,
taking a comprehensive approach across the value chain and across fuels with a low
threshold (e.g. 5%) for exclusion. See Figure 3 and Figure 6 for examples.
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Figure 3: How Wide A Divestment Net to Cast: Decisions in Three Dimensions
Description: In determining how many or how few issuers they wish to exclude in a divestment
strategy, institutional investors must consider the scope of their approach to questions #1-3:
which fuels, which business activities, and what thresholds to apply. Example investors are
plotted according to the decisions they have made. For details on the listed investors and
additional examples, see Figure 6.

WHICH FUELS?

© 2016 MSCI Inc. All rights reserved. Please refer to the disclaimer at the end of this document.
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Many investors have targeted thermal coal18 in their divestment approaches. Thermal coal is
widely used and produces more carbon dioxide per unit of energy produced than do most
other fossil fuels. Some have focused their divestment on thermal coal plus oil sands, which
in addition to having a high CO2 content when burned are also more energy intensive to
extract and refine. Still other investors are considering divestment from all fossil fuels. Many
university campaigns in particular have taken aim at all fossil fuels.19
Figure 4: Greenhouse Gas Potency of Different Fossil Fuels

Source: MSCI ESG Reserch and IPCC, 2014. We calculated CO2 from thermal coal combustion per
the IPCC’s methodology.
MSCI ESG Research’s Stranded Assets
Definition: A stranded asset is the term
WHAT ACTIVITIES TO CONSIDER?
used to describe an investment that loses
The divestment movement began with a sole
its value well ahead of its anticipated useful
focus on ownership of fossil fuel reserves and
life because of the impact of various
the idea that these assets could or should
transformational changes. Examples include
become ‘stranded’20: If global warming is to
products like camera film (think of Kodak)
be contained within two degrees Celsius,
and industries like nuclear power (think of
many of these reserves cannot be extracted
Japan and Germany).The term has also been
applied to the fossil fuel sector.
18

The term ‘thermal coal’ refers to coal that is burned for heat or energy, in contrast to metallurgical coal, which is used
in steel production.
19

See, for example, https://campaigns.gofossilfree.org/petitions/near/new?category=fossil-fuel-divestment-collegesuniversities
20

For more information on stranded assets, see: http://www.carbontracker.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/09/Unburnable-Carbon-Full-rev2-1.pdf as well as MSCI’s 2014 issue brief on the subject: Stranded
Assets as Investment Opportunities, https://www.msci.com/www/research-paper/msci-esg-issue-briefstranded/023385463
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and burned. Environmentalists pushed to ‘keep it in the ground’ while financial risk analysis
pointed out that if these reserves could never be burned, they were overvalued.
MSCI ESG Research observes that these arguments continue to carry weight with some
investors and many divestment campaigners, and numerous investors are divesting based
on reserves ownership. However, over the last year we have increasingly seen institutional
investors and government mandates targeting activities across other parts of the fossil fuel
value chain. While companies that own reserves may also be involved in exploration and
extraction as well as in midstream21 and downstream22 activities, a reserves-based
divestment approach may not comprehensively exclude those business models. Yet with
their assets and infrastructure dedicated to fossil fuels, these companies are as much at risk
from stranding as the extraction companies. Equipment & services companies may be in the
same situation. A reserves approach also will likely not exclude utilities, which are the
largest direct users of fossil fuels, unless they are vertically integrated (e.g. Tata Power
Company, Korea Electric Power Corp.). Yet fossil fuel-powered utilities face increasing
regulatory risk and are the biggest present day contributors to climate change. Investors
concerned with these risks and considerations may therefore choose to target a wider swath
of the value chain.

CHOOSING MEASURES AND SETTING DIVESTMENT THRESHOLDS
Reserves: For an institutional investor with an explicit divestment approach and whose main
focus is avoiding ownership of stranded assets and/or limiting investments in future carbon
emissions, excluding companies that own fossil fuel reserves (whether only of coal, coal and
oil sands, or all fossil fuels) may make sense. Once this decision is made, the subsequent
question is whether to exclude all reserves-owning companies or only those with reserves
over a certain volume. While this approach may send a message to the market and
stakeholders, it may also have downsides relative to other possible objectives (e.g. limiting
short term risk, minimizing portfolio carbon footprint).
Revenue and generation: We’ve seen many institutional clients concerned with a wider
array of business models use a percentage of revenue as their metric of choice. Sometimes
this was paired with a percentage of power generation for utilities (which is typically easier
to obtain than fuel-specific revenues). In addition to shifting the focus from future potential
emissions to current activities, these approaches allow for the investor to fine-tune the
exclusion list for both level of involvement and scope of business activities.

21

I.e. transportation, storage, and wholesaling

22

I.e. refining, processing, marketing & distribution
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Figure 5: Summary of Fossil Fuel Divestment Options & Scope Decisions
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Figure 6: Examples of Institutional Investors’ Divestment Approaches
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Figure 7: Example of a Divestment Directive: Summary of the California Department of
Insurance Carbon Risk Initiative

IMPLEMENTING THE INVESTMENT STRATEGY
Having considered the questions above, the next step for an institutional investor is to
decide how to implement the divestment strategy, which may be managed actively or
passively. The most common options include:


Active: Using data to match the desired approach, or starting with a fossil fuel-free
index to define the eligible investment universe, an investor may take an active
approach to portfolio construction. An active strategy affords the investor the
ability to customize their approach in terms of companies eligible or ineligible for
investment.



Passive: Construct a portfolio that tracks a fossil fuel-free index such as the MSCI
ACWI ex Coal Index or MSCI ACWI ex Fossil Fuels Index. This approach provides the
benefits of index-based passive investing, though the investor must be comfortable
with the methodological approach of the selected index.



Benchmarking: Investors may compare their performance and risk against a
standard market index. In the context of fossil fuel divestment, they may also want
to monitor and analyze the financial characteristics of their portfolios against a fossil
fuel-free index as the gauge of their investment strategy.

An alternative strategy to divestment as described in this paper would be to take a low
carbon approach, significantly reducing – but not completely eliminating – exposure to fossil
fuel reserves and carbon emissions while managing tracking error. Large institutional
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investors such as CalSTRS and AP4 have taken this approach. For more information, see our
2015 paper Beyond Divestment: Using Low Carbon Indexes23.

IMPACT ON INVESTMENTS
The investment impact of fossil fuel divestment may vary depending on the precise nature
of the divestment strategy. A narrow focus (for example, requiring only divestment of
thermal coal with a high revenue threshold) is likely to have a more limited impact, both in
terms of the number of issuers that must be avoided as well as the deviation in performance
from a benchmark. A wider focus (for example, divesting large portions of the energy and
utilities sectors) is likely to have a more substantial impact. These impacts include shrinkage
of the universe eligible for investment, possible differences in performance, and reductions
in portfolio carbon footprints.

INVESTABLE UNIVERSE
Divestment commitments by definition narrow the pool of issuers eligible for investment.
The figures below illustrate the portion of the MSCI ACWI Index by weight that would
become ineligible under various divestment scenarios.

23

Research Insight_Beyond Divestment Using Low Carbon Indexes, MSCI Research Insight, 2015.
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Figure 8: Potential Impact of Reserves-Based Fossil Fuel Divestment
Description: The chart shows the potential impacts on a sample portfolio based on the MSCI
ACWI Index of reserves-based fossil fuel divestment focused on thermal coal, oil sands, oil & gas,
or all fossil fuels. The percent of the index by weight and number of issuers indicate the portion
of the universe that would become ineligible for investment. Data as of April 15, 2016.

Source: MSCI ESG Research

Figure 9: Potential Impact of Revenue- and Generation-Based Thermal Coal Divestment
Description: The chart shows the potential impact on a sample portfolio based on the MSCI ACWI
Index of thermal coal divestment based on revenue and power generation at the 10%, 30%, and
50% thresholds. The percent of the index by weight indicates the portion of the universe that
would become ineligible for investment. Data as of April 15, 2016.
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Source: MSCI ESG Research

Figure 10: Potential Impact if California DOI Reporting Requirements Became Divestment
Requirements
Description: The chart shows the potential impacts on a sample portfolio based on the MSCI
ACWI Index of fossil fuel divestment if the reporting requirements of the California Department
of Insurance directive were to become divestment requirements. The percent of the index by
weight indicates the portion of the universe that would become ineligible for investment. Data as
of May 1, 2016. See Figure 7 above for a description of the requirements.
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Source: MSCI ESG Research

PERFORMANCE
The MSCI ACWI ex Coal Index and the MSCI ACWI ex Fossil Fuels Index respectively exclude
any company with either coal reserves or fossil fuel reserves of any type but otherwise
follow the methodology of the MSCI ACWI Index. Their performance over the last five years
suggests that eliminating holdings in companies that own fossil fuel reserves did not
compromise investment performance in an otherwise diversified portfolio during that
period. The performance impact over longer historical periods may vary, depending on the
performance of the excluded companies owning fossil fuel reserves.
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Figure 11: Historical Performance of MSCI ACWI ex Coal Index and MSCI ACWI ex Fossil
Fuels Index vs MSCI ACWI Index

Source: MSCI

The historical risk and return profiles of these two indexes also compared favorably to the
MSCI ACWI Index, albeit to a modest degree. Not surprisingly, the MSCI ACWI ex Fossil Fuels
Index had a higher tracking error than the MSCI ACWI ex Coal Index, as it excluded more
issuers.
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Figure 12: Historical Key Index Metrics for the MSCI ACWI ex Coal Index and MSCI ACWI ex
Fossil Fuels Index compared to the MSCI ACWI Index

Key Metrics
MSCI ACWI
Index
Total Return* (%)
Total Risk (%)
Return/Risk
Sharpe Ratio
Active Return (%)
Tracking Error (%)
Information Ratio
Historical Beta
Turnover** (%)
Price To Book***
Price to Earnings***
Dividend Yield*** (%)

7.8
13.4
0.58
0.57
0.0
0.0
NaN
1.00
2.8
1.9
15.8
2.6

MSCI ACWI MSCI ACWI
ex Coal
ex Fossil
Index
Fuels Index
8.1
13.3
0.61
0.60
0.3
0.3
1.19
0.99
3.1
1.9
15.9
2.6

8.9
13.0
0.68
0.67
1.0
1.0
1.00
0.97
3.3
2.0
16.4
2.5

P erio d: 30-No v-2010 to 31-M ay-2016
* Gro ss returns annualized in USD
** A nnualized o ne-way index turno ver o ver index reviews
*** M o nthly averages
The definitio ns o f all statistical parameters are available in the A ppendix

Source: MSCI

PORTFOLIO CARBON FOOTPRINT IMPACT
Almost any type of fossil fuel divestment approach will likely decrease present-day portfolio
carbon footprints, but there are some differences to point out. A reserves-based approach
to divestment takes aim primarily at holdings with a high amount of future potential
emissions (i.e. those that would result if reserves were burned). In contrast, a revenue-andgeneration approach also targets the utilities sector, which is responsible for a large portion
of present day carbon emissions. A revenue-and-generation approach to divestment
therefore is more likely to take a larger bite out of a portfolio’s current carbon footprint
while also decreasing its future potential emissions (though typically not completely
eliminating them, as a reserves-based divestment approach could do).
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Figure 13: Actual and Future Potential Emissions by Sector
Description: The chart shows total actual scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions (in blue) and total potential future emissions if
reserves were to be burned (in yellow) by sector for the MSCI ACWI Index using data published by MSCI ESG Research as of
July 5, 2016.

Source: MSCI ESG Research

The reduction in portfolio carbon footprint also varied by the specifics of the approach.
Divestment only from companies with coal reserves had less of an impact on the porfolio
carbon footprint than divestment from companies with any type of fossil fuel reserves.
Likewise, divestment using a lower revenue-and-generation threshold may shrink a
portfolio’s carbon footprint more than a higher threshold.
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Figure 14: Comparison of Portfolio Carbon Footprint Metrics
Description: The chart shows the three key portfolio carbon footprint metrics across five
hypothetical portfolios. ACWI, in blue represents a portfolio replicating the MSCI ACWI Index.
ACWI ex Coal, in yellow, represents a portfolio replicating the MSCI ACWI ex Coal Index, while
ACWI ex Fossil Fuels, in grey, does so for the MSCI ACWI ex Fossil Fuels Index. ACWI ex 30%, in
green, represents a portfolio based on the MSCI ACWI Index that had divested companies with
30% of revenues or 30% of power generation from coal, while ACWI ex 10% does the same with a
10% threshold. Data as of June 30, 2016.

Source: MSCI ESG Research

Figure 15: Detailed Comparison of Portfolio Carbon Footprint Metrics
Description: The table provides details regarding the metrics shown in Figure 14.
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Source: MSCI ESG Research

CONCLUSION
Pressure to divest is on the rise and the options for doing so are multiplying. Institutional
investors and regulatory bodies considering this action face a number of decisions in
defining their approach and strategy. They often consider how wide or narrow a net they
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wish to cast in identifying companies to exclude from their holdings, consider which fuels
are of highest priority to them and how broadly they want to look at the fossil fuel value
chain, and determine where to set thresholds for involvement. They would then determine
the type of investment strategy they wish to use to implement their divestment approach
(active, passive, or benchmark), or whether to rethink pure divestment and take a more
nuanced low carbon approach. The investment impact can vary considerably depending on
how these decisions are made. Divestment may affect only a few holdings or a substantial
portion of a benchmark; likewise, investment characteristics such as risk, return,
performance, and tracking error may be held close to a benchmark or diverge significantly.
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Without limiting any of the foregoing and to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, in no event shall any Information Provider have any
liability regarding any of the Information for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential (including lost profits) or any other damages even if
notified of the possibility of such damages. The foregoing shall not exclude or limit any liability that may not by applicable law be excluded or limited,
including without limitation (as applicable), any liability for death or personal injury to the extent that such injury results from the negligence or
willful default of itself, its servants, agents or sub-contractors.
Information containing any historical information, data or analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance,
analysis, forecast or prediction. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
The Information should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment and experience of the user, its management, employees,
advisors and/or clients when making investment and other business decisions. All Information is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any
person, entity or group of persons.
None of the Information constitutes an offer to sell (or a solicitation of an offer to buy), any security, financial product or other investment vehicle or
any trading strategy.
It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Exposure to an asset class or trading strategy or other category represented by an index is only
available through third party investable instruments (if any) based on that index. MSCI does not issue, sponsor, endorse, market, offer, review or
otherwise express any opinion regarding any fund, ETF, derivative or other security, investment, financial product or trading strategy that is based on,
linked to or seeks to provide an investment return related to the performance of any MSCI index (collectively, “Index Linked Investments”). MSCI
makes no assurance that any Index Linked Investments will accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns. MSCI Inc. is
not an investment adviser or fiduciary and MSCI makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in any Index Linked Investments.
Index returns do not represent the results of actual trading of investible assets/securities. MSCI maintains and calculates indexes, but does not
manage actual assets. Index returns do not reflect payment of any sales charges or fees an investor may pay to purchase the securities underlying the
index or Index Linked Investments. The imposition of these fees and charges would cause the performance of an Index Linked Investment to be
different than the MSCI index performance.
The Information may contain back tested data. Back-tested performance is not actual performance, but is hypothetical. There are frequently
material differences between back tested performance results and actual results subsequently achieved by any investment strategy.
Constituents of MSCI equity indexes are listed companies, which are included in or excluded from the indexes according to the application of the
relevant index methodologies. Accordingly, constituents in MSCI equity indexes may include MSCI Inc., clients of MSCI or suppliers to MSCI. Inclusion
of a security within an MSCI index is not a recommendation by MSCI to buy, sell, or hold such security, nor is it considered to be investment advice.
Data and information produced by various affiliates of MSCI Inc., including MSCI ESG Research Inc. and Barra LLC, may be used in calculating certain
MSCI indexes. More information can be found in the relevant index methodologies on www.msci.com.
MSCI receives compensation in connection with licensing its indexes to third parties. MSCI Inc.’s revenue includes fees based on assets in Index
Linked Investments. Information can be found in MSCI Inc.’s company filings on the Investor Relations section of www.msci.com.
MSCI ESG Research Inc. is a Registered Investment Adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and a subsidiary of MSCI Inc. Except with
respect to any applicable products or services from MSCI ESG Research, neither MSCI nor any of its products or services recommends, endorses,
approves or otherwise expresses any opinion regarding any issuer, securities, financial products or instruments or trading strategies and MSCI’s
products or services are not intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment
decision and may not be relied on as such. Issuers mentioned or included in any MSCI ESG Research materials may include MSCI Inc., clients of MSCI
or suppliers to MSCI, and may also purchase research or other products or services from MSCI ESG Research. MSCI ESG Research materials, including
materials utilized in any MSCI ESG Indexes or other products, have not been submitted to, nor received approval from, the United States Securities
and Exchange Commission or any other regulatory body.
Any use of or access to products, services or information of MSCI requires a license from MSCI. MSCI, Barra, RiskMetrics, IPD, FEA, InvestorForce, and
other MSCI brands and product names are the trademarks, service marks, or registered trademarks of MSCI or its subsidiaries in the United States
and other jurisdictions. The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) was developed by and is the exclusive property of MSCI and Standard &
Poor’s. “Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS)” is a service mark of MSCI and Standard & Poor’s.
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